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2022 HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATION  
         PARENT INFORMATION 

PARKING 
 A parking map will be supplied to the high schools and school district. 

Please check the Huntsman Center website at 
www.stadium.utah.edu or the high school’s website for the parking 
map which will show designated parking lots. 

 Please do not park in lots which have been specifically prohibited 
from graduation parking. They will be identified by signage. 

 
ADA DROP OFF 
 Guests with disabilities or problems with mobility may be dropped off 

near the Huntsman Center in the circle parking area located directly 
south of the Huntsman Center and north of South Campus Drive. 
This is a drop off area only. 

 No ADA parking will be available in the circle parking area unless the 
guest has been provided a VIP parking pass provided by the high 
school. 

 ADA parking is available in the surrounding parking lots designated 
for High School Graduations. Please check websites for the parking 
map which will be provided by the Huntsman Center. 

 
ADA SEATING 
 Seating is available for guests with disabilities at the top of each 

section just off of the Concourse inside the Arena. 
 Wheelchair seating is available in the cutout areas also located at the 

top of each section just off the Concourse level inside the Arena. 
 ADA companion seating is located next to the wheelchair cutout 

areas. 
 ADA seating is not allowed on the Floor with the exception of 

students who are graduating. 
 Strollers are not allowed in the ADA cutout areas at the top of each 

section. These areas are specifically designated for wheelchairs. 
 

http://www.stadium.utah.edu/
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BAG SEARCHES 
 For the safety and protection of the graduates and their guests, all 

bags will be searched at the doors. We encourage graduates and 
guests to leave all bags at home. Clear bags are also suggested to 
expedite the search process. 

 If bags contain any of the prohibited items listed below, the guests will 
be asked to take the item back to their car and will not be allowed into 
the arena until the prohibited item has been removed. 

 
PROHIBITED ITEMS 
 Alcohol 
 Artificial Noisemakers (including air horns) 
 Confetti 
 Silly String 
 Glitter 
 Balloons 
 Fireworks 
 Glass Bottles 
 Signs 
 Weapons 
 Food & Drink (1 bottle of water is allowed) 

 
CONFETTI CLEAN-UP CHARGES 
 If confetti or silly string is thrown or dispersed on the Floor, in the arena 

or outside on the grounds each school will be charged $250.00 per 
occurrence with the minimum charge being $250.00 for a single 
occurrence, $500 for two and $750.00 for three. 

 
BALLOONS 
 Balloons are not allowed inside the Arena. This includes helium and non- 

helium balloons 
 If they are brought inside the Arena then the guest will be asked to 

store them in the balloon storage area which is located across from 
Portal 23 in the Ticket Office Lobby. An Usher will assist guests with 
storage. 

 
STROLLERS 
 Strollers are not allowed inside the Arena Bowl area as they block the 

aisles and the ADA accessible areas need to be set aside for 
wheelchairs and disabled guest seating. 
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 Strollers will need to be stored in the designated storage area which 
is located across from Portal 23 in the Ticket Office Lobby. An usher 
will assist guests with storage. 

 
ELEVATOR POLICY 
 Only graduating students with disabilities and faculty and school staff 

with disabilities who will be assisting with the graduations will be 
allowed to use the elevator. 

 The elevator is located between Portals 6 - 7. 
 An Usher can assist the student or staff in calling the elevator. 

 
FLOWERS 
 Any vendor selling flowers on site without school district permission 

will be asked to leave the premises by the University Police 
Department. 

 
PICTURES 
 Pictures are allowed anywhere outside of the Arena, but not inside 

as this interferes with the graduation ceremony transitions. 
 Parents and friends will not be allowed on the Floor to take pictures 

nor will they be allowed to block aisles or walkways during the 
ceremony. 

 
TAILGATING 
 No tailgating of any kind will be allowed on the areas surrounding 

the Huntsman Center. This includes the lawns surrounding the 
arena. 
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